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中 文 摘 要 ： 在此兩年期計畫執行期間中，我們致力在設計與發展適用於語音摘
要的新穎模型化架構。其動機來自於大量含有語音資訊的多媒體迅
速增長，亟需有效的自動摘要方法來協助處理與應用。同時，基於
深層類神經網路的監督式方法近年來成為摘錄式摘要研究的主流
；特別的是，所謂的Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers (BERT)深層類神經網路模型被提出並在許多像
是智慧問答和語言理解等自然語言處理的任務上締造相當優異的效
果。有鑒於此，本計畫除了在第一年發展出多種基於遞迴式類神經
網路的摘要方法外，並在第二年成功地設計與實作基於BERT的語音
摘要方法，其主要貢獻有三方面。首先，我們探索將語音辨識的信
賴分數融入語句向量表示，觀察是否能藉此降低語音辨識錯誤所造
成的負面影響。其次，本研究考慮語句位置和反文件頻率等結構與
詞彙使用資訊，以擴增BERT所產生語句向量表示。最後，我們在標
竿實驗語料上，透過一系列的實驗，廣泛地將我們所提出的摘錄式
摘要方法和當今最好的方法做比較，以證實摘要效能表現。而本計
畫的一些相關研究成果也已發表ICASSP 2019、ASRU 2019、APSIPA
2019、ICASSP 2020、Interspeech 2020、APSIPA 2020和EUSIPCO
2020等重要國際會議，以ACM Transactions on Asian and Low-
Resource Language Information Processing等知名期刊。為了更
深入地說明本計畫在基於BERT新穎摘要方法的研究成果，本報告內
容將是基於發表在ICASSP 2019、ICASSP 2020以及EUSIPCO 2020的
技術內容與成果為主。

中文關鍵詞： 語音摘要、類神經網路、上下文語言模型、語音辨識、信賴分數

英 文 摘 要 ： In this two-year research project, we set out to design and
develop novel modeling frameworks to speech summarization.
It is motivated by the urgent need of efficient and
effective automatic summarization methods for huge amounts
of multimedia associated with speech information.
Meanwhile, we have witnessed rapid progress in applying
supervised deep neural network-based methods to extractive
speech summarization. Notably, the Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers (BERT) model was proposed
and has achieved record-breaking success on many natural
language processing (NLP) tasks such as question answering
and language understanding. In view of this, apart from the
various recurrent neural network (RNN) based summarization
models, we in this project adopt and contextualize the
state-of-the-art BERT-based model for speech summarization,
while its major contributions are at least three-fold.
First, we explore the incorporation of confidence scores
into sentence representations to see if such an attempt
could help alleviate the negative effects caused by
imperfect automatic speech recognition (ASR). Second, we
also augment the sentence embeddings obtained from BERT
with extra structural and linguistic features, such as
sentence position and inverse document frequency (IDF)



statistics. Third, we confirm the efficacy of our proposed
methods on a benchmark dataset, in relation to several
classic and celebrated speech summarization methods.
Related results of this project have been presented at
several premier international conferences, such as ICASSP
2019, ASRU 2019, APSIPA 2019, ICASSP 2020, Interspeech
2020, APSIPA 2020 and EUSIPCO 2020, as well as prestigious
journals, such as ACM Transactions on Asian and Low-
Resource Language Information Processing. From here on
down, we will focus exclusively on the efforts we have made
for the above-mentioned challenges and their corresponding
results, based on the material that has been published in
ICASSP 2019, ICASSP 2020 and EUSIPCO 2020.

英文關鍵詞： speech summarization, artificial neural network,
contextualized language model, speech recognition,
confidence score
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中文摘要 

在此兩年期計畫執行期間中，我們致力在設計與發展適用於

語音摘要的新穎模型化架構。其動機來自於大量含有語音資

訊的多媒體迅速增長，亟需有效的自動摘要方法來協助處理

與應用。同時，基於深層類神經網路的監督式方法近年來成

為摘錄式摘要研究的主流；特別的是，所謂的 Bidirectional 
Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT)深層類神

經網路模型被提出並在許多像是智慧問答和語言理解等自

然語言處理的任務上締造相當優異的效果。有鑒於此，本計

畫除了在第一年發展出多種基於遞迴式類神經網路的摘要

方法外，並在第二年成功地設計與實作基於 BERT 的語音摘

要方法，其主要貢獻有三方面。首先，我們探索將語音辨識

的信賴分數融入語句向量表示，觀察是否能藉此降低語音辨

識錯誤所造成的負面影響。其次，本研究考慮語句位置和反

文件頻率等結構與詞彙使用資訊，以擴增 BERT 所產生語句

向量表示。最後，我們在標竿實驗語料上，透過一系列的實

驗，廣泛地將我們所提出的摘錄式摘要方法和當今最好的方

法做比較，以證實摘要效能表現。而本計畫的一些相關研究

成果也已發表 ICASSP 2019、ASRU 2019、APSIPA 2019、
ICASSP 2020、Interspeech 2020、APSIPA 2020 和 EUSIPCO 
2020 等重要國際會議，以 ACM Transactions on Asian and 
Low-Resource Language Information Processing 等知名期刊。

為了更深入地說明本計畫在基於BERT新穎摘要方法的研究

成果，本報告內容將是基於發表在 ICASSP 2019、ICASSP 
2020 以及 EUSIPCO 2020 的技術內容與成果為主。 
 
關鍵詞：語音摘要、類神經網路、上下文語言模型、語音

辨識、信賴分數 

Abstract 

In this two-year research project, we set out to design and develop 
novel modeling frameworks to speech summarization. It is 
motivated by the urgent need of efficient and effective automatic 
summarization methods for huge amounts of multimedia 
associated with speech information. Meanwhile, we have 
witnessed rapid progress in applying supervised deep neural 
network-based methods to extractive speech summarization. 
Notably, the Bidirectional Encoder Representations from 
Transformers (BERT) model was proposed and has achieved 
record-breaking success on many natural language processing 
(NLP) tasks such as question answering and language 
understanding. In view of this, apart from the various recurrent 
neural network (RNN) based summarization models, we in this 
project adopt and contextualize the state-of-the-art BERT-based 

model for speech summarization, while its major contributions 
are at least three-fold. First, we explore the incorporation of 
confidence scores into sentence representations to see if such an 
attempt could help alleviate the negative effects caused by 
imperfect automatic speech recognition (ASR). Second, we also 
augment the sentence embeddings obtained from BERT with 
extra structural and linguistic features, such as sentence position 
and inverse document frequency (IDF) statistics. Third, we 
confirm the efficacy of our proposed methods on a benchmark 
dataset, in relation to several classic and celebrated speech 
summarization methods. Related results of this project have been 
presented at several premier international conferences, such as 
ICASSP 2019, ASRU 2019, APSIPA 2019, ICASSP 2020, 
Interspeech 2020, APSIPA 2020 and EUSIPCO 2020, as well as 
prestigious journals, such as ACM Transactions on Asian and 
Low-Resource Language Information Processing. From here on 
down, we will focus exclusively on the efforts we have made for 
the above-mentioned challenges and their corresponding results, 
based on the material that has been published in ICASSP 2019, 
ICASSP 2020 and EUSIPCO 2020. 

Index Terms –speech summarization, artificial neural network, 
contextualized language model, speech recognition, confidence 
score 

1. Introduction 

Along with the popularity of the Internet, the exponential growth 
in the volume of multimedia associated with speech content 
available on the Web, such as radio broadcasts, television 
programs, online MOOCs, and lecture recordings, has 
necessitated the development of effective and efficient 
summarization techniques. For example, extractive speech 
summarization, which seeks to select the most important and 
representative sentences from a source spoken document so as to 
create a short summary, can help users quickly navigate and 
digest multimedia content by listening to the corresponding 
speech segments of the summary. However, extractive speech 
summarization may inevitably suffer from the issue of incorrect 
information caused by recognition errors when using automatic 
speech recognition (ASR) techniques to transcribe spoken 
documents into text form. Simultaneously, in recent years we 
have seen a significant body of work devoted to the exploration 
of unsupervised and supervised deep neural network-based 
methods for extractive text summarization. The main concept lies 
behind the former methods is to learn continuously distributed (as 
opposed to one-hot) vector representations of words using neural 



networks in an unsupervised manner. The learned representations 
are anticipated to encode word-level synonymy relations and 
proximity information, which in turn can be used to infer 
similarity or relevance among words, sentences and documents. 
A common thread of leveraging such word embedding methods 
in extractive text summarization is to represent the document to 
be summarized and its constituent sentences by averaging the 
corresponding word embeddings over all words within them, 
respectively. After that, the cosine similarity measure, as a 
straightforward choice, can be readily applied to determine the 
salience (or relevance) of each sentence pertaining to the 
document. On the other hand, a general thought of the methods 
in the latter category is to conceptualize extraction summarization 
as a sequence label problem [1-9], where each sentence of a 
document to be summarized is quantified with a score (or tagged 
with a label) that facilitate determining whether the sentence 
should be included in the summary or not. Most of the cutting-
edge instantiations typically follow a two-step strategy. First, a 
recurrent neural network (RNN)-based encoder is employed to 
obtain a holistic representation of the document by taking the 
representations of its constituent sentences as the inputs to RNN 
successively. Second, an RNN-based decoder that takes the 
document representation as the initial input is then used to 
quantify (or label) each sentence in tandem, meanwhile taking the 
previously processed sentences into account. Figure 1 shows a 
schematic illustration of the RNN-based summarization 
framework [9].  

Yet, there still are a wide array of classic unsupervised 
summarization methods, such as LEAD (the leading-sentences 
method) and ILP (Integer Linear Programming), which are 
intuitively simple and can achieve competitive performance on 
several popular benchmark summarization tasks in relation to the 
deep neural network-based methods. The interested reader is 
referred to [10] for a comprehensive overview of the classic 
unsupervised summarization methods. More recently, the so-
called Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers 
(BERT) model, a novel neural network-based contextual 
language model, has shown very impressive results on many 
natural language processing (NLP) tasks like question answering, 
language understanding, and among others [11]. 

Based on the above observations, this research presents a 
continuation and extension of the BERT-based method for 
supervised extractive speech summarization, making the 
following contributions. First, we propose a novel BERT-based 
extractive summarization framework, which manages to robustly 
perform summarization on spoken documents equipped with 
erroneous ASR transcripts. Second, we explore the use of several 
auxiliary structural and linguistic features to enrich the 
embeddings of the sentences of a spoken document, with the 
anticipation of further promoting the summarization performance. 
Finally, we carry out extensive sets of experiments to demonstrate 
the effectiveness of the summarization methods stemming from 
our modeling framework by comparing them with several strong 
baselines on a benchmark dataset. 

The remainder of this report is organized as follows. We first 
briefly review the fundamentals of the BERT-based method in 
Section 2. In Section 3, we shed light on our proposed novel 
BERT- based modeling framework for speech summarization. 
After that, the experimental setup and results are presented in 
Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the report and outlines 
possible directions for future work. 

2. Extractive Speech Summarization with BERT 

2.1 Theoretical Foundations 
BERT is an innovative neural language model which makes 
effective use of bi-directional self-attention (also called the 
Transformer) to capture both short- and long-span contextual 
interaction between the tokens in its input sequences, usually in 
the form of words or word pieces. The training of BERT consists 
of two stages: pre-training and fine-tuning. At the pre-training 
stage, its model parameters can be estimated on huge volumes of 
unlabeled training data over different tasks such as the masked 
language model task and the next (relevant) sentence prediction 
task. At the fine-tuning stage, the pre-trained BERT model can be 
fine-tuned with only one additional output layer to generate top-
performing task-specific models on many NLP-related tasks if 
the associated labeled training dataset is provided. A bit more 
terminology: we will explain below a possible usage of BERT for 
SDR. First, for the masked language model task conducted at the 
pre-training stage, given a token (e.g., word or character) 
sequence 𝐱 𝑥 , … , 𝑥  , BERT constructs 𝐱  by randomly 
replacing a proper portion of tokens in 𝐱 with a special symbol 
[mask] for each of them, and designates the masked tokens 
collectively be 𝐱. Let 𝐻  denotes a Transformer which maps a 
length-T token sequence x into a sequence of hidden vectors 
𝐻 𝐱    [𝐻 𝑥 , 𝐻 𝑥 , … , 𝐻 𝑥  ], then the pre-training 
objective function of BERT [30] can be expressed by  

 

Figure 1. The RNN-based summarization framework, which 
consists of three components: 1) sentence encoder, 2) 
document encoder and 3) decoder. 
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where 𝑚  is an indicator of whether the token at position 𝑡 is 
masked or not, and 𝑒 𝑥  denotes the embedding of 𝑥 . 

 

2.2 BERT-based summarization model 

BERT has achieved considerable performance gains in almost all 
types of natural language processing applications, including 
question answering (QA) [12, 13], information retrieval (IR) [14, 
15], dialog modeling, and others. Very recently, BERT has made 
inroads into extractive text summarization for use in identify 
salient summary sentences [16-20]. On the task of summary 
sentence selection, BERTSUM [16] treats a given document 𝐷 
to be summarized as a collection of sentences: 

𝐷 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 , 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 , … , 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡   (2) 

At the input stage, BERTSUM adds [CLS] at the beginning of 
each sentence and [SEP] at the end of the sentence. In addition, 
as with the seminal paper of BERT, each sentence will finally be 
encoded with a interval segment vector to indicate change of 

sentence, while the vector for each word (token) is the 
concatenation of the position embedding, word embedding, 
interval segment embedding. The intermediate goal of 
BERTSUM is to use the output of the 𝑖  [CLS] tag in the last 
layer of the BERT as the representation of each sentence 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 . 
When training a extractive digestor, BERTSUM will output the 
score of each sentence 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 , encoded by BERT, to a classifier 
that determines whether 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡   should be included into the 
summary or be excluded from it. If 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡  is a summary sentence, 
the value of which should get closer to 1 and 0 otherwise. Several 
classifiers may serve this purpose, including the simple classifier, 
Transformer, and recurrent neural network (RNN) [21]. As a side 
note, the objective of binary cross entropy can be in turn used to 
fine-tune the entire model components of BERTSUM. 
 

3. Improved BERT-based Speech Summarization with 

Feature Augmentation 

In this section, we will describe several novel extensions to make 
the BERT-based ranking model (summarizer) more suitable for 
dealing with spoken documents. To incorporate more spoken 
document-related knowledge into the BERT-based ranking model, 
we propose in this research a straightforward yet effective 
approach that appends extra information cues to the embeddings 
of sentences involved in a spoken document be summarized, as 
shown in Figure 2. 
 

 

 

Figure 2. The modeling framework of the proposed BERT-based summarization method. 



3.1 Inverse Document Frequency 

Inverse document frequency (IDF) [22] is a commonly-used 
lexical statistical feature with solid theoretical foundations in 
some classic IR models. While the unigram (term frequency) is 
computed on a per sentence basis (to emphasize tokens with a 
high frequency), IDF is computed over all the document 
collection (to penalize non-discriminative tokens). Motivated by 
the above observation, we seek to append the IDF score of the 
input sentence tokens to their original embeddings, which can be 
viewed as a kind of auxiliary embedding.  

 

3.2 Confidence Scores  

In the context of speech summarization, using imperfect ASR 
transcripts often lead to degraded performance. To tackle this 
issue, we can also append the confidence score [23] of each token 
in an input sentence of the spoken document be summarized, 
which is produced by an ASR system, to its original embedding. 
The confidence score, in the form of posterior probability, can 
measure the potential correctness of a word (token). The quality 
of the confidence measure discussed in this research is evaluated 
by collectively considering the normalized cross entropy (NCE) 
[31], the equal error rate (EER) and the detection error trade-off 
(DET) curve [32]. 

 

3.2 Positional embedding  

Many studies have pointed out that people tend to place be more 
vocal in the first half of the article when writing articles, 
especially news articles are more common, so there are many 
summarization models that will take the position information of 
the sentence in the article as a feature. In [24], the authors 
proposed several sentence-level positional representation setups 
on different tokens like [SEP] or [CLS] to enrich the embeddings 
generated by BERT for text summarization. We will select the 
top-performing one resulting from the above-mentioned 
embedding method to work in conjunction with the other 
embeddings as shown in Figure 2. 
 
4. RNN-based Extractive Speech Summarization 
 
Given a spoken document 𝐷 contains a sequence of sentences 
𝑠 , 𝑠 , … , 𝑠 , the RNN-based summarization method, as shown 

in Figure 1, aims to select a subset of 𝑀 salient sentences from 
𝐷 as its summary by predicting a score for each sentence 𝑠  in 
terms of 𝑝 𝑦 |𝑠 , 𝐷 , where 𝑦 ∈ 0,1  and 1 indicates that 𝑠  
should be included in the summary (and 0 otherwise). The main 
components of the model include a sentence encoder, a document 
encoder and an attentional decoder, which we will describe in 
more detail below. 

 

4.1 Hierarchical Encoder  

The hierarchical encoder is designed to have two encoding levels: 
one is the lower-level sentence encoder and the other is higher-

level document encoder. A convolutional neural network (CNN) 
can deal with text sentences of variable lengths and projects them 
into a low-dimensional vector space to obtain fixed-length 
vectors (or continuous representations). Many previous studies 
have also confirmed its utility for this purpose in an array of NLP 
applications. In this research, we also adopt CNN to produce a 
fixed-length representation for every sentence of the spoken 
documents to be summarized. To do this, one-dimensional 
temporal convolution with a kernel filter K of width N is applied 
successively on a window of N words in a spoken sentence Si to 
form a new feature map. Such a notion of sequentially capturing 
a text-span of N words bears some resemblance to the traditional 
N-gram language model for capturing the co-occurrence and 
proximity information of consecutive words in a short-span 
manner. Once the feature maps have been produced, max-pooling 
is in turn applied on those feature maps over time, taking the 
maximum values of their respective elements, which collectively 
form a fixed-length feature vector (representation) for the spoken 
sentence S. Multiple kernel filters of various sizes, where each 
kernel filter are applied multiple times with different parameter 
settings, can assist in constructing sentence representations for 
better task performance.  

The document encoder compiles a sequence of sentences of a 
document to be summarized to produce a fixed-length document 
representation in a holistic manner. To this end, we employ a 
RNN model with long short-term memory (LSTM) cells, where 
LSTM can help alleviate the vanishing gradient problem when 
RNN is trained with long sequences of inputs. In addition, 
following the common practice of implementation, we reverse 
the order of sentences to be fed into the document encoder 
[6,7,16]. By doing so, RNN can encapsulate more information 
about the sentences that are positioned at the beginning of the 
document to be summarized, since it is anticipated that the 
leading sentences would often contain more salient semantic 
content of the document. Formally, we use the following 
equations to obtain the document representation: 

𝐡 𝑓 𝐡 , 𝐬       (3) 

𝐝 𝐡        (4) 

where 𝑓 ∙,∙  , 𝐬  , 𝐡   and 𝐝  stand for the LSTM function, 
sentence representation, representation of hidden layer output at 
first time stamp and document representation, respectively. It 
should be noted here that in order to obtain the representation of 
the hidden layer output 𝐡 , we feed in the representations of the 
sentences into RNN in reverse order due to the fact that the main 
themes of a spoken document often appear in the first few 
sentences. 
 

4.2 Decoder 

The decoder is equipped with another RNN (with LSTM) and a 
softmax function to sequentially quantify each sentence 𝑠   in the 
spoken document to be summarized 𝐷 with a score (in terms of 
𝑝 1|𝑠 , 𝐷 ) ranging from 0 to 1 (1 signifies highly relevant, while 



0 highly irrelevant to the document). The inputs of the decoder 
are the spoken sentence representations which are constructed 
previously from the sentence encoder. The order of the input 
sentences is along the normal direction which is different from 
that of the document encoder. We can use the following equation 
to obtain the representation of a hidden layer output for the 
decoder: 

𝐨 𝑓 𝐨 , 𝐬       (5) 

𝐨 𝐝        (6) 

where 𝐨  and 𝐨  denote the hidden layer representations at the 
initial time stamp and time stamp 𝑖, respectively. This way, the 
decoder can identify important sentences within the spoken 
document from both the local and global perspectives at the same 
time. Finally, we rank all spoken sentences based on the scores in 
terms of 𝑝 1|𝑠 , 𝐷   which are produced by the softmax 
functions at the output layers of the decoder at different time 
stamps.  
 

5. Experiments 

5.1 Experimental Setup  

In this report, a series of empirical experiments are conducted on 

a Mandarin benchmark broadcast new (MATBN) corpus [25]. 
The MATBN dataset is publicly available and has been widely 
used to evaluate several natural language processing (NLP)-
related tasks, including speech recognition [26], information 
retrieval [27] and summarization [2, 7-9]. A subset of 205 
broadcast news documents compiled between November 2001 
and August 2002 was reserved for the summarization 
experiments. Furthermore, since broadcast news stories often 
follow a relatively regular structure as compared to other speech 
materials like conversations, the positional information would 
play an important role in extractive summarization of broadcast 
news stories. We hence chose 20 documents, for which the 
generation of reference summaries is less correlated with the 
positional information (or the position of sentences) as the held-
out test set to evaluate the general performance of the proposed 
summarization framework, while the other subset of 185 
documents the training set alongside their respective human-
annotated summaries for estimating the parameters of the various 
supervised summarization methods compared in the research. 
Table 1 highlights some basic statistics about the spoken 
documents of the training and evaluation sets. Our recognizer is 
built with Kaldi toolkit [33] and a commonly-used [34] recipe.  

For the assessment of summarization performance, we adopt 
the widely-used ROUGE measure. All the experimental results 
reported hereafter are obtained by calculating the F-scores. The 
summarization ratio, defined as the ratio of the number of words 
in the automatic (or manual) summary to that in the reference 
transcript of a spoken document, was set to 10% in this research. 

 

5.2 Experimental Results 

At the outset, we report on the summarization results of two 
classic unsupervised methods, viz. vector space model (VSM) 
and latent semantic analysis (LSA) [2, 28], as well as several 
well-practiced neural network-based methods, including three 
supervised ones, viz. deep neural network (DNN) [7], 
convolutional neural network (CNN) [7] and Refresh [4], and two 
unsupervised ones, viz. skip-gram (SG) [8, 29] and continuous 
bag-of-word (CBOW) [8, 29]. These models were re-
implemented with the best configurations respectively found in 

Table 1. The statistical information of MATBN used in the 
summarization experiments. 

 Training Set Evaluation Set 

Number of Doc. 185 20 

Avg. Num. of Sent. per Doc. 20 23.3 

Avg. Num. of words per Sent. 17.5 16.9 

Avg. Num. of words per Doc. 326.0 290.3 

Word Error Rate (WER%) 23.7 

Char. Error Rate (CER%) 20.8 

 

Table 2. Summarization results of the classic models and the strong baselines. 

Methods Text Documents (TD) Spoken Documents (SD) 
ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L 

VSM 0.347 0.228 0.290 0.342 0.189 0.287 

LSA 0.362 0.233 0.316 0.345 0.201 0.301 

SG 0.410 0.300 0.364 0.378 0.239 0.333 

CBOW 0.415 0.308 0.366 0.393 0.250 0.349 

DNN 0.488 0.382 0.444 0.371 0.233 0.332 

CNN 0.501 0.407 0.460 0.370 0.208 0.312 

Refresh 0.453 0.372 0.446 0.329 0.197 0.319 



the above studies. The corresponding summarization results of 
those methods are depicted in Table 2, where Text Documents 
(TD) denote the results obtained based on the reference 
transcripts of spoken documents and Spoken Documents (SD) 
denote the results with the erroneous speech recognition 
transcripts. Several observations can be made from Table 2. First, 
when in an unsupervised manner, the neural network-based 
methods (viz. SG and CBOW) always outperform the traditional 
vector-based methods (viz. VSM and LSA) for both the TD and 
SD cases. Second, the supervised summarizers, including DNN, 
CNN and Refresh, perform better than SG and CBOW in the TD 
case and most of them in the SD case. 

In the second set of experiments, we evaluate the performance 
levels of various summarization models stemming from our 
proposed modeling framework (cf. Section 3). These major 
distinctions between these models are: 1) different kinds of the 
summarization layer being used, and 2) the use of an auxiliary 
embedding (positional embedding, IDF embedding, or 
confidence-score embedding) or not. The corresponding results 
are shown in Table 3. Note here that, except for the models listed 
in the first three rows, all the rest models shown in Table 3 are, 
by default, with the positional embedding. As can be seen from 
Table 3, most of our models either outperform or perform at 
comparable levels to the existing state-of-the-art models shown 
in Table 2, across different summarization scenarios and metrics. 

The summarization results illustrated in the first three row 
represent that without any auxiliary embedding, Inter-sentence 
Transformer (IT) is the best performing one (for both the TD and 
SD cases) among the three kinds of classifier selection for BERT, 
confirming the modeling power of the attention mechanism 
employed in the Transformer. In addition, the results shown in the 
Row 7 to 9 of Table 3 also reveal that the use of confidence score 
can improve speech summarization performance when with the 
erroneous recognition transcripts, which confirms the utility of 
such an attempt for alleviating the undesirable impact of 
imperfect recognition transcripts. Furthermore, it is striking that, 
for the TD case, IDF embedding can significantly improve the 
summarization performance of BERT, which is attributed to the 
ability of IDF embedding to incorporate global knowledge of 
term (token) usage into the BERT-based retrieval model. 

 

6. Conclusion and Outlook 

In this research, we have presented an effective BERT-based 
neural summarization framework for spoken document 
summarization. Both IDF embedding and confidence-score 
embedding, as well as their fusion, have been investigated to 
work in conjunction with our summarization framework. The 
augmentation of these extra features into the proposed modeling 

Table 3. Summarization results of our proposed methods with different model configurations. 

Method (BERT + summarization layer) Text Documents (TD) Spoken Documents (SD) 
ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L 

Simpler classification (SC) 0.483 0.388 0.454 0.382 0.251 0.349 

Inter-sentence Transformer (IT) 0.489 0.381 0.459 0.383 0.254 0.354 

RNN 0.485 0.385 0.458 0.383 0.249 0.350 

SC w/ Positional Embedding 0.498 0.410 0.469 0.396 0.259 0.355 

IT w/ Positional Embedding 0.501 0.413 0.475 0.402 0.263 0.354 

RNN w/ Positional Embedding 0.502 0.411 0.472 0.399 0.265 0.356 

SC w/ Confidence - - - 0.412 0.336 0.407 

IT w/ Confidence - - - 0.415 0.337 0.408 

RNN w/ Confidence - - - 0.414 0.336 0.407 

SC w/ IDF 0.511 0.435 0.504 0.409 0.335 0.402 

IT w/ IDF 0.513 0.437 0.507 0.408 0.336 0.402 

RNN w/ IDF 0.510 0.435 0.502 0.409 0.333 0.403 

SC w/ Confidence + IDF - - - 0.428 0.342 0.411 

IT w/ Confidence + IDF - - - 0.431 0.342 0.412 

RNN w/ Confidence + IDF - - - 0.430 0.343 0.409 

 



framework indeed can further boost the summarization 
performance.  

In the future, we plan to develop more sophisticated neural 
networks, feature augmentation techniques and attention 
mechanisms for use in various tasks of speech summarization. 
Furthermore, we will conduct in-depth exploration of the utility 
of leveraging BERT-based neural models for ASR N-best 
reranking [35].  
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報告內容應包括下列各項： 

 

一、參加會議經過 
計畫主持人於民國 108 年 12 月 14 日至 12 月 18 日帶領研究生羅天宏、林筱芸兩位

同學在新加坡聖淘沙參加 2019 年電機電子工程師學會自動語音辨識與理解研討會

（ IEEE workshop on Automatic Speech Recognition and Understanding, ASRU 2019），並

發表一篇論文。ASRU 為電機電子工程師學會每隔兩年舉辦之重要國際會議，與會者多

為國際上相關研究機構在語音處理與理解領域的頂尖專業人士，論文審查甚為嚴謹，會

議的主題涵蓋語音分析、語音辨識、語音理解、語音合成、口語對話、語音文件檢索與

摘要、電腦輔助語言學習等技術範疇。此次會場位於 Village Hotel at Sentosa，其相關的

交通與會議設施都很完善。計畫主持人於 12 月 14 日從台北出發，因須處理所任職學校

的公務而先行於 12 月 18 日早上搭機返國。 
 
ASRU 會議安排十分豐富，總共涵蓋 5 場 Poster Sessions；每一場 Session 都聚焦在

當今熱門且重要的研究主題，在參與的過程中可以看到與學習到許多近期被提出的新穎

技術。透過論文發表與討論，學術界與產業界對於當前語音分析、語音辨識、語音理解、

語音合成、口語對話、語音文件檢索與摘要、電腦輔助語言學習等領域的發展，都作了

非常坦誠、頗具建設性的知識和經驗的交流討論與溝通。此外，今年的 ASRU 共安排 5
場 Keynote Speeches 以及 5 場 Invited Speeches，尤其在 Keynote Speeches 的演講與發問

過程當中，因為被邀之演講者皆為上述領域之資深學者及實務人士，從他們的言談中可

窺見未來研究與發展趨勢以及激發研究想法。本次會議所邀請了五位 Plenary Speakers，
分別是 Mark Hasegawa-Johnson 教授 (University of Illinois)、Julia Hirschberg 教授

(Columbia University)、Tanja Schultz 教授(University of Bremen)、Samy Bengio 博士

(Google)和 DeLiang Wang 教授(Ohio State University)。他們的演講題目如下： 
 
- Mark Hasegawa-Johnson: Distant Supervision for Cross-Language Speech Adaptation 
- Julia Hirschberg: What Makes a Speaker Charismatic? Producing and Perceiving   

     Charismatic Speech 
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- Tanja Schultz: Biosignal-based Spoken Communication 
- Samy Bengio: Towards Better Understanding Generalization in Deep Learning 
- DeLiang Wang: A Deep CASA Approach to Talker-independent Speaker Separation 

 
另外，計畫主持人也對從本次會議所邀請了 5 位 Invited Speakers 的其中 4 位：Florian 

Metze 教授(Carnegie Mellon University)、Dilek Hakkani-Tür 博士(Amazon)、Yuxuan Wang
博士(ByteDance)、SLonce Wyse (Google)的演講過程中獲得很多的啟發。他們的演講題目

如下： 
 
- Florian Metze: Multi-Modal Processing of Speech and Language: How-to Videos and  

Beyond 
- Dilek Hakkani-Tür: Conversational Machines: Towards bridging the chasm between 

task-oriented and social conversations 
- Yuxuan Wang: End-to-End Speech Synthesis 
- SLonce Wyse: The Deep Kinship between Speech and Music 

 
計畫主持人的第一篇論文在 12 月 16 日(星期一)早上 Spoken Document Retrieval 議程

作壁報展示說明，在過程中和與會學者的有多次討論，讓計畫主持人和兩位研究生獲得許

多靈感。在會場中我們遇到來自台大的李琳山教授、李宏毅教授、中研院王新民博士、台

科大陳冠宇教授等人，並且和許多熟識的國外人士交換經驗。此次的出國開會與論文發表

任務算是圓滿達成。 
 

二、與會心得 
ASRU 與 ICASSP、Interspeech、SLT 並列為語音及語言處理領域 4 個最重要的學術會議， 

今年的會議論文跟往年一樣大都跟深度學習(Deep Learning)或深層類神經網路(Deep 
Neural Networks)技術有關的，新型態語音辨識方法諸如 End-to-End 類神經網路架構(如
CTC、Attention Model)、遷移學習(Transfer Learning)、元學習(Meta Learning)以及它們的

延伸也都有相多豐富的論文可以觀摩和參考。而在口語對話(Spoken Dialogues)、資源匱乏

語音辨識 (Low-resource ASR)等領域所發表的論文數則是有增加的趨勢。 
經由此次的與會，讓計畫主持人和兩位研究生的研究視野不論是廣度與深度都開拓了

不少。相信對今後在台師大資工所從事的相關學術研究，定能帶來莫大的幫助；本次發表

的論文也將改寫與擴充投稿至 SLT 或 IEEE/ACM Transactions on Audio, Speech and 
Language Processing。 
 
三、考察參觀活動　 無。 
 
四、攜回資料名稱及內容 

1. ASRU 2019 會議簡介、會程安排、及主要是會議中所發表文章之全文之電子檔。 
 

五、其他　  
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ABSTRACT 

 
The Bidirectional Encoder Representations from 
Transformers (BERT) model has recently achieved record-
breaking success on many natural language processing (NLP) 
tasks such as question answering and language understanding. 
However, relatively little work has been done on ad-hoc 
information retrieval (IR), especially for spoken document 
retrieval (SDR). This paper adopts and extends BERT for 
SDR, while its contributions are at least three-fold. First, we 
augment BERT with extra language features such as unigram 
and inverse document frequency (IDF) statistics to make it 
more applicable to SDR. Second, we also explore the 
incorporation of confidence scores into document 
representations to see if they could help alleviate the negative 
effects resulting from imperfect automatic speech recognition 
(ASR). Third, we conduct a comprehensive set of 
experiments to compare our BERT-based ranking methods 
with other state-of-the-art ones and investigate the synergy 
effect of them as well. 
 

Index Terms— Spoken document retrieval, information 
retrieval, speech recognition, model augmentation, BERT 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The exponential growth in the volume of multimedia 
associated with speech content available on the Web calls for 
the development of efficient and effective spoken document 
retrieval (SDR) models [1-4]. Therefore, recent years have 
witnessed significant efforts dedicated to devising robust 
indexing mechanisms and exploring pragmatic information 
retrieval (IR) models that can be applied to various SDR 
scenarios. Representative models developed to date include, 
but are not limited to, the vector space model [5], the Okapi 
BM25 model [6], and the topic models [7]. We also want to 
note that the so-called language modeling (LM) approach has 
emerged as an attractive school of thought for IR and SDR, 
which has simplicity and clear probabilistic meaning, as well 
as state-of-the-art performance [8-12].  

On a separate front, deep neural network-based retrieval 
methods have become increasingly popular in the IR and 
SDR communities. Most previous studies along this line of 

direction focused exclusively on calculating the relevance 
degree between a query and a document with a wide array of 
neural network architectures and supervised training criteria 
[13, 14]. One thing to note is that inputs to these methods are 
primarily based surface statistics such as word proximity or 
co-occurrence counts, mostly in a bag-of-words (BOW) 
manner. Their associated training objectives usually aim to 
distinguish between relevant and irrelevant documents in a 
pairwise manner. Among them, the deep structure semantic 
model (DSSM) [15, 16] and neural relevance-aware query 
modeling (NRM) [17] are two representatives. Apart from the 
above, there are been efforts intended to infer dense vector 
representations for both queries and documents in an 
unsupervised manner. As such, the similarity degree between 
a pair of query and document can be readily quantified by 
using one of the existing ranking mechanisms based on the 
learned representations. Celebrated methods developed in 
this vein include the word embedding-based methods (e.g., 
the skip-gram model [18] and the continuous bag-of-words 
model [19]), and the paragraph embedding methods (e.g., the 
distributed memory model [20], the distributed bag-of-words 
model [20, 21] and the skip-thought vector [22]), just to name 
a few. 

More recently, the so-called Bidirectional Encoder 
Representations from Transformers (BERT) model, a novel 
neural network-based contextual language model, has shown 
very impressive results on many natural language processing 
(NLP) tasks like question answering, language understanding, 
and among others [23]. However, to our best knowledge, 
there is a dearth of work investigating the effectiveness of 
BERT for ad-hoc information retrieval (IR), especially for 
spoken document retrieval (SDR). In view of this, we in this 
paper set out to adopt and extend BERT for SDR, and make 
the following contributions: 1) we augment BERT with extra 
language features such as unigram and inverse document 
frequency (IDF) statistics to make it more applicable to SDR; 
2) we also explore the incorporation of confidence scores into 
document representations to see if they could help alleviate 
the adverse effects caused by imperfect automatic speech 
recognition (ASR); and 3) we conduct a comprehensive set 
of experiments to compare our BERT-based ranking methods 
with other state-of-the-art ones and investigate the synergy 
effect of them as well. 
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In 
Section 2, we briefly review the foundamentals of some 
popular methods. Next, in Section 3, we shed light on the 
proposed BERt-based retrieval models. After that, the 
experimental settings and a series of retrieval experiments are 
presented in Sections 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this 
paper and discusses avenues for future work. 

 
2. RELATED WORK 

 
A spoken document retrieval system typically proceeds [24] 
in four stages: 1) the system performs ASR on the spoken 
documents of the collection ahead of the query time and 
converts them into suitable representations; 2) a user issues a 
query which describes his or her information need; 3) the 
query is converted to a suitable representation, based on 
which a specific retrieval model is employed to compute the 
relevance scores between it and all documents; 4) documents 
are sorted in descending order according to their relevance 
scores to the query, while the top-ranked documents are 
retrieved in response to the query. Apart from the wide range 
of classic retrieval models, such as vector space model, 
BM25 and variants of n-gram and topic language models, to 
name but a few, there has been a surge of interest recently in 
applying various deep neural network-based models for IR 
and SDR. In the following, we briefly review the BERT 
model and the NRM model, since we will adapt and extend 
the former for SDR, meanwhile comparing and combining it 
with the latter. 
 
2.1 Bidirectional Encoder Representations from 
Transformers (BERT) 
 
BERT is a novel neural language model which makes 
effective use of bi-directional self-attention (also called the 
Transformer) to capture both short- and long-span contextual 
interaction between the tokens in the input sequence, usually 
in the form of words or word pieces. The training of BERT 
usually consists of two stages: pre-training and fine-tuning. 
At the pre-training stage, its model parameters can be 
estimated on a huge volume of unlabeled training data over 
different tasks such as the masked language model task and 
the next (relevant) sentence prediction task. At the fine-
tuning stage, the pre-trained BERT model can be fine-tuned 
with only one additional output layer to generate top-
performing task-specific models on many NLP-related tasks 
if the associated labeled training datasets are provided. A bit 
more terminology: we will explain below a possible usage of 
BERT for SDR. First, for the masked language model task 
conducted at the pre-training stage, given a token (e.g., word 
or character) sequence 𝐱 𝑥 , … , 𝑥 , BERT constructs 𝐱 
by randomly replacing a proper portion of tokens in 𝐱 with a 
special symbol [mask] for each of them, and designates the 
masked tokens collectively be 𝐱 . Let 𝐻  denotes a 
Transformer which maps a length-T token sequence x into a 
sequence of hidden vectors 𝐻 𝐱   

[ 𝐻 𝑥 , 𝐻 𝑥 , … , 𝐻 𝑥 ], then the pre-training 
objective function of BERT [25] can be expressed by  

max log𝑝 𝐱|𝐱   𝑚 log 𝑝 𝑥  | 𝐱   

 

 ∑ 𝑚 log  ⊺

∑  ⊺ ,  (1) 

 
where 𝑚  is an indicator of whether the token at position i is 
masked or not. At the fine-tuning stage for SDR, BERT takes 
the concatenation of the query token sequence and the 
document token sequence as the input, with a special token 
(viz. [SEP]) separating the above two sequences. Meanwhile, 
we can take the output embedding of the first token (viz. 
[CLS]) as a holistic representation that characterizes the 
relevance between the query and the document. This 
representation is in turn fed into an additionally stacked 
perceptron to predict the probability of the document being 
relevant to the query. Given a training set of relevant and 
irrelevant query-document pairs, we can estimate the weight 
vector associated with the perception, as well as fine-tune the 
pre-trained model components of BERT.  

In implementation, since the length constraint of the input 
to BERT, we therefore adopt two strategies: 1) the document 
is dynamically truncated to meet the length constraint 
(denoted by BERT hereafter); 2) the document is split into 
fixed-length overlapping passages, while the prediction of the 
query-document relevance score is instead calculated based 
on the maximum value or the average value of predicted 
relevance scores of all passages in the document to the query 
(denoted by BERT (Max.) and BERT (Avg.), respectively; 
see Section 3.2 for more detailed discussion).  
 
2.2. Neural Relevance-aware Query Model (NRM) 
 
The NRM modeling framework is designed not only to 
automatically infer a discriminative query language model 
for a given query by using a simple feedforward neural 
network, but also to get around the time-consuming pseudo-
relevance feedback (PRF) [11] process at the query time. To 
capture the notion of relevance, the training objective of 
NRM is formulated to search a set of model parameters by 
maximizing the likelihood of all the training instances: 
 

𝐿 ∏ ∏ 𝑃 𝑤|𝑅 log𝑃 𝑤|𝑄∈   (2) 
 

where given a set of training queries 𝑸 𝑄 , ⋯ , 𝑄 , ⋯ , 𝑄  
and their corresponding query-document relevance 
information 𝑹 𝑅 , ⋯ , 𝑅 , ⋯ , 𝑅 , 𝑃 𝑤|𝑅  is the desired 
relevance distribution for each training query 𝑄 . To put 
everything together, this neural relevance-aware query 
language modeling framework will infer word embeddings 
for representing the notion of relevance for a given query and 
an arbitrary word in the vocabulary. Representative methods 
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that can be used in conjunction with the training data to 
produce desired relevance distribution include, among others, 
the relevance model (RM) [26], the simple mixture model 
(SMM) [12] and the significant words model (SWM) [27, 28]. 
Since this paper only uses SWM for training NRM, we will 
give a brief introduction of the SWM below. 

SWM explores to estimate an accurate query language 
model by parsimonizing the estimation towards not only the 
generally common words, but also the too specific words 
reoccurring concentratedly in only few feedback (or relevant) 
documents. Accordingly, SWM assumes words in each  
feedback document are sample instances drawn from a three-
component mixture model: the general background language 
model 𝑃 𝑤 , the specific language model 𝑃 𝑤|𝑄  and the 
desired SWM model 𝑃 𝑤|𝑄 . As such, the probability of 
a word occurring in a feedback document 𝐷 can be defined 
by 

𝑃 𝑤|𝐷 𝛼 ∙ 𝑃 𝑤 𝛽 ∙ 𝑃 𝑤|𝑄 1 𝛼 𝛽 ∙ 𝑃 𝑤|𝑄 , 
(3) 

where 𝛼 and 𝛽 are tuneable parameters used to modulate the 
contributions between 𝑃 𝑤 , 𝑃 𝑤|𝑄  and 𝑃 𝑤|𝑄 . In 
practice, the general background language model is employed 
to represent the frequent words in general, which can be 
estimated from a large collection of corpora beforehand. The 
specific language model 𝑃 𝑤|𝑄  is formulated to capture 
those words that occur repetitively in a very small portion of 
feedback documents for the query 𝑄. Accordingly, the SWM 
model 𝑃 𝑤|𝑄  can be estimated by maximizing the 
likelihood over all the feedback (or truly relevant) documents 
with the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [29]. 

 
3. ENHANCED BERT MODELING FOR SDR 

 
In this section, we describe several novel extensions to make 
the BERT-based ranking model more applicable in the 
context of SDR. Note again that BERT is employed to 
quantify the relevance score between any pair of query and 
document.  
 
3.1 Auxiliary Embeddings 
 
To incorporate more SDR-related knowledge into the BERT-
based ranking model, we propose in this paper a 
straightforward yet effective approach that appends extra 
information cues to the embeddings of the input query and 
document tokens, as shown in Figure 1. 
 
3.1.1 Token Unigrams and Inverse Document Frequency 
Unigrams in the query and documents, as well as inverse 
document frequency (IDF) [30] are two commonly-used 
lexical statistics with solid theoretical foundations in some 
classic IR and SDR models. While unigrams are computed on 
a per-query or a per-document basis (to emphasize tokens 
with a high frequency), IDF is computed over the entire 
document collection (to penalize non-discriminative tokens). 

Motivated by the above observation, we seek to respectively 
append the unigram probability and the IDF score of the input 
query and document tokens to their original embeddings, 
which can be viewed as a kind of extra weight embeddings.  
 
3.1.2 Confidence Scores 
 
In the context of SDR, imperfect ASR transcripts often lead 
to degraded retrieval performance. To tackle the issue, we can 
also append the confidence score of each token in the input 
spoken document, which are produced by the ASR system, to 
its original embedding. The confidence score, in the form of 
posterior probability, can measure the correctness of a token. 
 
3.2 Passage Retrieval Strategies 
 
As previously mentioned in Section 2.1, the input token 
length of BERT is limited due to the memory and 
computation capacities. Thus, the simplest way is to 
dynamically truncate an input document 𝐷 to suit the length 
constraint. In a more sophisticated way, the document can be 
split into fixed-length overlapping passages, while the 
prediction of the query-document relevance score is obtained 
by finding the maximum value of query-passage relevance 
scores of all passages in the document 𝐷 (denoted by BERT 
(Max.)):   
 

𝑅𝑒𝑙 𝑄, 𝐷 max
       ∈

𝑅𝑒𝑙 𝑄, 𝑃 .               (4) 

 
Alternatively, we can take the average of the query-passage 
relevance scores of all passages in the document 𝐷 (BERT 
(Avg.)): 
 

𝑅𝑒𝑙 𝑄, 𝐷 ∑ 𝑅𝑒𝑙 𝑄, 𝑃 ,∈            (5) 

 
where 𝑁  is number of passages in 𝐷. 
 
3.3 Combination of BERT and NRM 
 
In this paper, we also investigate the feasibility of combining 
BERT with NRM for better SDR performance. This is 
motivated by the observation that BERT and NRM are 
complimentary to each other. On one hand, BERT has a 

 
 
Figure 1: A schematic depiction of BERT for SDR.  
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stronger ability to model the contextual dependency among 
tokens that are within the query and the document, or across 
the query and the document. On the other hand, NRM can 
automatically perform query expansion for an unseen test 
query, although its output embedding belongs to the bag-of-
words representation. The score-level fusion of BERT and 
NRM is expressed by 
 

𝑅𝑒𝑙 𝑄, 𝐷 𝛼𝑅𝑒𝑙 𝑄, 𝐷                               
 

 1 α 𝑅𝑒𝑙 𝑄, 𝐷                    (6) 
 
where the weighting parameter 𝛼  is used to specify the 
relative contributions of the above two relevance scores. 
 

4. EXPERIMENTS 
 
4.1 Experimental Setup 
 
We used the Topic Detection and Tracking collection (TDT-
2) for our experiments [31]. The Mandarin news stories from 
Voice of America news broadcasts were used as the spoken 
documents. All news stories were exhaustively tagged with 
event-based topic labels, which served as the relevance 
judgments for performance evaluation. The average word 
error rate (WER) obtained for the spoken documents is about 
35% [32]. The Chinese news stories from Xinhua News 
Agency were used as our test queries. More specifically, in 
the following experiments, we will merely extract the title 
field from a news story as a “short query.” All retrieval 
models compared in this paper employed words as the index 

terms, except that BERT adopted characters as the index 
terms, since we adopted a publically available pre-trained 
BERT model which only offers character-level tokens for the 
Chinese language. In addition, for the supervised retrieval 
models, their model parameters were trained using a set of 
819 training query exemplars (different from the test queries) 
with their corresponding query-document relevance 
information to the TDT-2 collection. The retrieval 
performance is evaluated with the commonly-used non-
interpolated mean average precision (MAP) metric [11, 33]. 
Table 1 summarizes some basic statistics of the TDT-2 
collection.  
 
4.2 Experimental Results 
 
In the first set of experiments, we assess the performance 
levels achieved by BERT, as well as two widely-used classic 
unsupervised retrieval models, viz. the vector space model 
(VSM) [5] and Okapi BM25 model (BM25) [6] and two 
neural network-based supervised retrieval models, viz. the 
deep structure semantic model (DSSM) [15, 16] the neural 
relevance-aware query model (NRM) [17]. Table 2 shows the 
corresponding results of these models, which reveals two 
noteworthy points. First, the two classic unsupervised models 
(VSM and BM25) are comparable to each other. However, 
their performance lags behind that of the neural network-
based supervised models (DSSM, NRM and BERT) by a big 
margin. Second, among the three neural network-based 
supervised models compared in this paper, BERT delivers the 
best results, followed by NRM and DSSM. Further, there are 
sizable gaps between DSSM and the other two models. 

In the second set of experiments, we turn to evaluate the 
utility of additionally incorporating the information cues 
from unigrams, IDF values and ASR conference scores into 
the embeddings of the input query and document tokens (cf. 
Section 3.1). The former two attempt to encode IR-related 
statistics into the BERT-based model to improve its 
performance, while the latter one alleviates the negative 
effect of imperfect ASR by aptly incorporating the 
conference scores to enhance SDR robustness. As can be seen 
from Table 3, the incorporation of unigram statistics in to the 
input embedding of BERT can significantly boost its 
performance when retrieval using either error-free manual 
transcripts (denoted by TD) or erroneous ASR transcripts 

Table 1. Statistics of the TDT-2 collection (in characters). 

# Spoken documents 
2,265 stories, 

46.03 hours of audio 

# Distinct test queries 
16 Xinhua text stories 
(Topics 20001~20096) 

 Min. Max. Med. Mean 
Doc. length 23 4,841 153 287.1 

Length of test short 
query 

8 27 13 14.0 

Length of test long 
query 

183 2,623 329 532.9 

# Relevant documents  
per test query 

2 95 13 29.3 

 
Table 2. The retrieval results of BERT and some 
celebrated and strong baselines. 

 Text  
Documents 

Spoken  
Documents 

VSM 0.338 0.273 
BM25 0.333 0.313 
DSSM 0.435 0.462 
NRM 0.563 0.547 
BERT 0.574 0.553 

Table 3. The retrieval results of BERT by appending 
extra IR-related statistics and ASR confidence scores to 
the embedding of the input tokens. 
 

Method Text  
Documents 

Spoken  
Documents 

BERT 0.574 0.553 
+ Unigrams 0.600 0.593 

 + IDF Values 0.559 0.549 
 + Confidence 

Scores 
- 0.607 
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(denoted by SD) of spoken documents. However, directly 
incorporating the IDF values into the input embeddings does 
not bring any gains and even spoils the retrieval performance. 
The reasons for this require further study. Most notably, the 
incorporation of ASR confidence scores can dramatically 
improve upon the SDR performance, resulting in an MAP 
value of 0.607 which is the highest one in Table 3. The above 
results confirm the potential and utility of leveraging extra 
IR- and ASR-related information cues for the BERT-based 
retrieval model. 

In the third set of experiments, we test the applicability of 
performing BERT-based SDR in conjunction with the 
passage retrieval schemes described in Section 3.2, instead of 
simply truncate the documents to meet the input length 
constraint of BERT. The corresponding results of BERT in 
conjunction with two passage retrieval schemes (denoted by 
BERT (Max.) and BERT (Avg.)) are shown in Table 4, where 
the results of BERT with the simple truncation operation are 
listed for reference. Unfortunately, BERT with neither one of 
the two passage retrieval schemes can outperform BERT with 
the simple truncation operation. However, we believe that an 
in-depth investigation of effective passage retrieval schemes 
and implementations are worthy of further pursuit. 

In the last set of experiments, we investigate the fusion of 
BERT with other strong baselines; here we take NRM as an 
example. Two disparate combination mechanisms are 
discussed: 1) score fusion and 2) re-ranking. For the score 
fusion mechanism, we simply employ Eq. (5) to combine the 
relevance scores of a query-document pair respectively 
produced by BERT and NRM (denoted by BERT + NRM). 
The default value of the parameter 𝛼 is set to 0.5. As to the 
re-ranking mechanism, we first use NRM to obtain the top N 
relevant documents for a test query and then use BERT the 

re-rank these documents (Denoted by BERT (Top N)). A 
closer look at these results shown in Table 5 reveals two 
things. On one hand, score fusion of BERT and NRM can 
greatly boost the performance compared to that using either 
one of them in isolation. This also shows the complementary 
property of BERT to NRM. On the other hand, the re-ranking 
mechanism brings improvements over NRM; however, the 
results are inferior to that using BERT alone. As a final 
analysis, we graphically depict in Figure 2 the average 
precision results for each test query, which were obtained by 
using BERT, NRM and BERT + NRM, respectively. We can 
find that BERT + NRM indeed delivers substantial 
performance gains for most of the test queries, in relation to 
BERT and NRM. 
 

5. CONCLOUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
In this paper, we have presented several novel approaches to 
apply and extend BERT for SDR, while the corresponding 
results have shown good promise in relation that of the 
several classic and neural network-based retrieval models. 
Especially, we have found that the additionally incorporation 
of unigrams and ASR confidence scores to the input token 
embeddings of BERT is beneficial to SDR. As to future work, 
we will explore more sophisticated ways to enhance the input 
token embeddings of the BERT-based retrieval model. We 
also plan to seek develop training algorithms that are more 
feasible for SDR. 
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Figure 2. A depiction of the average precision results for 
each test query, obtained with BERT, NRM and BERT 
+ NRM, respectively (for the SD case). 

Table 4. The retrieval results of BERT with the simple 
truncation operation and two passage retrieval schemes. 
 

 Text  
Documents 

Spoken  
Documents 

BERT 0.574 0.553 
BERT (Max.) 0.539 0.519 
BERT (Avg.) 0.562 0.535 

 
Table 5. The retrieval results of different combinations 
of BERT and NRM. 
 

 
 

Text  
Documents 

Spoken  
Documents 

BERT 0.574 0.553 
NRM 0.563 0.547 

BERT + NRM 0.703 0.685 
BERT (Top10) 0.569 0.541 
BERT (Top20) 0.584 0.562 
BERT (Top50) 0.593 0.601 

BERT (Top100) 0.585 0.583 
 

Test Query ID 
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) 
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